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Research Promotion Night 
Tuesday, February 5, 2013 

  Speaker’s Topic:  
Hybrid Chiller Plant Design – Gas/Electric 
Plant Combinations Produce Significant 

Operating Savings 

 
  Speakers: Jeff Barat   Chris Pedecine 
          D&B Engineering   Daikin McQuay  
           
  Cost:     Members $50.00 
                 Non-members $55.00 
                 YEA members $25.00 
                   Students $5.00 
 
   Time:  4:30 pm Board of Governors Meeting 
 5:30 pm Sign In and Networking 
 6:30pm  Chapter Announcements, Dinner and 

Speaker to follow 
 
   Location:  Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel 
 515 US Highway 1 South 
 Iselin, NJ 
  732-634-3600 
 
   RSVP:    REPLY@NJASHRAE.COM    
  (click on hotlink above to email) 
     or Call 732-218-7463 and leave a message 

 
Daikin-McQuay will provide 0.1 CEU which is equivalent to 1PDH  
(1 CEU = 10 hours) and will mail out and/or deliver certificates in 

the week following the seminar. 

Statements made in this publication are not the expressions of the 
Society or of the Chapter and shall not be reproduced without 

permission of the Chapter 
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President’s Message 
By Jim Sarno 
 
 
Last month’s joint meeting with NJ ASPE and MCA-NJ proved to be  
another big attendance night with forty seven members attending  
the excellent presentation put on by Anirban Basu with regard to the  
economic recovery. It is great to see such a turnout and I hope the  
trend continues.  
 
For this months meeting we are back at our usual location so please  
don’t go to the Hilton; yes, no less than six members went to the 
’usual’ location for last months meeting but eventually found their  
way to the Hilton. The topic of this presentation is Hybrid Chiller  
Plant Design – Gas/Electric Plant Combinations Produce Significant  
Operating Savings and is being co-presented by Jeff Barat of D&B Engineering and Chris 
Pedecine of Daikin-McQuay. The topic will discuss the design of hybrid chiller plants and will 
review the various keypoints that apply to these types of chiller plants. A full overview of their 
topic can be found on Page 4 of the newsletter.  
 
For those Chapter members attending this month’s presentation that require PDH credits; 
Daikin-McQuay will be providing one PDH for attendees and distributing the certificates.  
 
The Chapter Board of Governors and Officers are an all volunteer group. Anyone that would 
like to donate a small amount of time to assist at meetings or in other ways, please feel free 
to contact either myself or any member of the Board or an Officer.  
 
Lastly, the Chapter is again this year offering a scholarship to college students. The full details 
can be seen on Page 7 of the newsletter, so if you know someone that meets the criteria, 
please pass this information along to them.  
 
Thanks and hope to see you at the meeting.  
Jim 
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Chapter 
Members  

Member 
Promotion 

Student 
Activities 

Research 
Promotion History Chapter 

Operations CTTC 
NJ Chapter 
PAOE Point 

Total 

- Min = 500 Min = 300 Min = 800 Min = 100 Min = 400 Min = 450 - 

- Par = 800 Par = 500 Par = 1,050 Par = 300 Par = 1,000 Par = 1,050 - 

695 460 110 325 0 570 725 2,190 

2012—2013 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary 
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Speakers Bios:  
Jeff Barat; Partner at D&B Engineering; Chairman of FAFCO 
Christopher Pedecine; Manager of the Daikin McQuay Solutions Plaza 
Presentation Title: Hybrid Chiller Plant Design – Gas/Electric Plant Combinations  
   Produce Significant Operating Savings 

   
Jeff Barat graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) with a BS 
in Mechanical Engineering. Upon graduating, he started his career with 
Trane, where he advanced through the ranks during his 16 year 
employment.  He left Trane to become an owner of D&B Engineering , 
which is the largest commercial  
 
HVAC supplier in the marketing territory. In July of 2011, Jeff became the 
Chairman of FAFCO Thermal Storage Systems which is one of the premier 
energy storage companies in North America, storing cooling during off 
peak hours to save energy costs and reduce peak electrical consumption. 
Presently Jeff remains both an owner of D&B Engineering and the 
Chairman of FAFCO. 
 
Jeff has authored numerous HVAC articles and has lectured and presented 
many HVAC topics over the years. He has been a very active member of 
ASHRAE and has participated in the advisory board. As well as other HVAC 
boards and councils such as US Green Buildings Council and the Daikin-
McQuay Rep Council.  

 
Christopher Pedecine is the Manager of the Daikin McQuay Solutions 
Plaza. During his career in the HVAC industry, Chris has been involved in 
high profile construction projects throughout the New York City area, 
actively working with owners, contractors and engineers.  
 
In his early role as a sales engineer he became adept at working on all 
phases of a construction project, from design, to bid, installation and 
commissioning. During this time, he began taking an active role in the 
education process, teaching AC Clinics for 7 years as well as being one of 
the first instructors at the Local 355 Joint Apprenticeship Training Fund 
on Long Island. In his current role, he has the unique opportunity to build 
an education program for the engineering, architect, contractor, and 
building owner community. 

 
Presentation: America today is one of the largest producers of natural gas in the world. Though 
designing hybrid chiller plants is not much different than designing an all electric plant we will 
review: 
· Absorption vs Gas Engine Driven Chillers 
· Installation/Application consideration of electric and non-electric chillers 
· What percentage of a plant should be electric vs percentage that is non-electric 
· Utility rebates – Custom vs Prescriptive 
· Properly taking advantage of heat recovery 
· Economics 
· Case Study (Essex Community College) 
 
Daikin-McQuay will provide 0.1 CEU which is equivalent to 1PDH (1 CEU = 10 hours) and will mail 

out and/or deliver certificates in the week following the seminar. 
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Calendar of Upcoming  

Meetings/Events 
 

Date Speaker Topic Theme 

October 2, 2012 Jerry Sipes, PE 
Price Industries 

 
ASHRAE Standard 170 

Pertaining To Patient Rooms 
Using Displacement 

Ventilation or Chilled Beams 

Welcome Back 

November 13, 2012 
Hank Jackson, PE 
ETech Solutions  

 

Beam Me Up Scottie! 
Transport Energy; Motors, 

Fans & Pumps 
- 

December 4, 2012 Tyler Malm 
Trane North Jersey 

Fundamentals of  
Psychrometrics 

Past President’sNight 
And 

Back To Basics Night 

January 9, 2013 Anirban Basu  
Sage Policy Group Economic Policy Joint Meeting With  

NJ ASPE & NJ MCA 

February 5, 2013 

Jeff Barat 
D&B Engineering & 

Chris Pedecine  
Daikin McQuay 

High Performance Chilled 
Water Systems 

Research Promotion  
Night 

March 5, 2013 Nick Gmitter 
DLB Associates 

Energy Modeling Of  
Existing Buildings 

Membership & History 
Night 

April 2, 2013 

 
Ben Mueller 

Ostergaard Acoustical 
Associates 

 

Noise Complaint  
Case Study Student & YEA Night 

May 7, 2013 James Trainor 
JCI 

 
The Benefits Of Using 

Variable Speed Drives In 
Central Plants With Multiple 

Chillers 

Installation of New Officers 
& Scholarship Award 

June 2013 Summer Social To Be Determined Spouse’s Night 

April 18, 2013 ASHRAE  Panel 
Assessing Building Energy 

Performance: 
From Principles to Practice 

Free ASHRAE Webccast 
See Article In This Edition 
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January Meeting Recap 
Topic: Economic Policy and Recovery 
Presenter: Anirban Basu  
  Chairman & CEO of Sage Policy Group, Inc. 
  Baltimore, MD 
Held January 9, 2013 at the Woodbridge Hilton 

    
Anirban Basu, Chairman & CEO of Sage Policy Group, Inc., gave the audience of the joint 
MCA-NJ, NJ ASPE and NJ ASHRAE meeting a very informed presentation on the various 
points regarding the economic recovery both from a world economic standpoint as well as 
a regional economic standpoint. The highlight of the night was Mr. Basu’s use of humor to 
convey his points during his presentation and to drive home the point that we are not out 
of the woods yet.  
 
Mr. Basu indicated that his presentation would be posted on his firms website. The link to 
that is http://www.sagepolicy.com/ . 
 
Thanks again to MCA-NJ for coordinating the speaker for the joint meeting.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Anirban Basu during his presentation.  
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NJ ASHRAE CHAPTER – SCHOLARSHIPS 
We are now halfway through the 2012-2013 college year and if you work with or know of a student who is studying 
mechanical engineering, enrolled in an HVAC program, and meets the requirements listed below, have them contact Jim 
Sarno, NJ ASHRAE Scholarship Chair. 
  
Scholarship Eligibility Requirements 
High School Seniors 
High School seniors that have been accepted into a Mechanical Engineering degree program at a college, university, or 
technical school. 
  
Students Enrolled In Two-Year Program 
They must be full or part-time students who have complete a minimum of 25% of the required curriculum. 
They must be students in a curriculum that grants an AAS degree, preferably in HVAC&R technology, and includes at least 
two (2) courses in this discipline. 
They must have a grade point average higher that 3.0. They shall direct the school to forward a certified copy of their 
academic transcript directly to the committee. They must sign a release form that permits the Selection Committee to 
examine their academic transcript. 
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the award. 
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objectives, and how 
they expect their career to evolve. 
  
Students Enrolled In Four-Year Programs 
They must be full or part-time students who have completed a minimum of 25% of the required curriculum in a school 
that grants a Bachelor’s degree. The student must have successfully completed at least two (2) courses in HVAC&R 
fundamentals and exhibit a sincere interest in pursuing an HVAC&R related career. 
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0.  
They shall direct the school to forward a certified copy of their academic transcript directly to the committee. They 
must sign a release form, which permits the selection Committee to examine their academic transcript. 
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the 
award. 
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objectives, and how 
they expect their career to evolve. 
  
Graduate Students 
They must be a full-time student enrolled in a HVAC&R related program. 
They must have a grade point average higher that 3.0. They shall direct the School to forward a certified copy of their 
academic transcript directly to the committee. They must sign a release form that permits the Selection Committee to 
examine their academic transcript. 
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the award. 
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objectives, and how 
they expect their career to evolve. 
  
General Requirements 
Applicant shall live and/or be matriculating at a school in the NJ ASHRAE region. Relatives of ASHRAE members are 
eligible to apply and be considered for scholarships. 
For additional information contact Jim Sarno jsarno@ksi-pe.com or call 732-938-2666 ext:112  

The deadline for submitting a completed application package for the  
NJ Chapter Scholarship is March 15, 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 For additional scholarship opportunities available from ASHRAE visit the link below. 
http://www.ashrae.org/students/page/1271 
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RESEARCH PROMOTION 
Chair: Roger Shults 
 
THANK YOU to all of the 2012-2013 Chapter  
Supporters of ASHRAE Research to date.  
 
List of Chapter Contributors (Individuals and Companies) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please contact Roger Shults if you would like to donate  
or have any questions about ASHRAE Research. 

 
To donate online click: 

https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/rp.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. James Rossetti, PE 
Mr. David E Halko 
Mr. James Sarno, Jr 
Mr. Chris M Lambert 
Mr. Scott T Smith 
Mr. Laurence J Shapiro, PE 
Mrs. Jori Fahrenfeld 
Mr. Eugene Stamper 
Ms. Catherine A Argenio 
Mr. Leonard H Schwartz 
Mr. James A Stainner 

*Contributions as of January 4, 2013 
 

100% of the money donated to ASHRAE 
Research Promotion goes toward 

Research! 
 

Donations are tax deductible 

Mr. Spencer Morasch 
Mr. Garry N Myers 
Mr. Mohammed A Jalil 
Mr. James A Van Wyk 
Mr. Christopher G Phelan 
Mrs. Dorrie A. Mercurio, PE 
Mr. Spencer Morasch 
Mr. S Louis Kelter, PE 
Ms. Suzanne Sowinski 
Mr. Roger A Shults 
Fujitsu General America Inc 
Mr. John E Tellefsen 
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Why Is It So Loud in Here? Free ASHRAE Session at  
AHR Expo Focuses on Acoustics 

 

ATLANTA – Why is it so hot/cold in here? And why is it so noisy? 
 
Those two thoughts are probably all that comes to mind for building occupants in regard to HVAC&R systems. 
 
“Occupants aren’t like engineers who specialize in this,” Erik Miller-Klein, P.E., SSA Acoustics, LLP, Seattle, 
Wash., said. “They’re not wondering how energy efficient the system is or how the variable frequency drives 
are running or how sustainable the building is. The two metrics that occupants are concerned with are 
thermal comfort and noise.” 
 
The question of why a space is quiet or noisy will be examined in a free ASHRAE session held as part of its 
2013 Winter Conference.  
 
The AHR Expo Session, “Basics of HVAC Noise Control,” takes place from 2-3:30 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 29, in 
Room C147 of the Dallas Convention Center. ASHRAE Conference registration is not required to attend and no 
badge is needed. 
 
“Designing HVAC systems with good acoustic performance can be a challenge,” Miller-Klein said. “This 
session addresses three common issues to improve acumen for sound and vibration, including the 
idiosyncrasies of selecting fans that optimize acoustic and energy performance for improved system design 
and the physics of sound that explains the performance and limitations of silencers and acoustic louvers.” 
 
The session also will allow attendees to fine tune the most valuable and effective tool for acoustics – their 
ears – by providing audio examples to connect them with the fundamental aural experience.  
 

Presentations and speakers are: 
•Fan Selection Impact on Noise, Mark E. Schaffer, P.E., Schaffer Acoustics Inc., Pacific Palisades, Calif. The 
noise produced by a fan depends not only on its duty point but also on its type and size. For a given duty 
point a fan that is the wrong type and/or the wrong size can be as much as 30 dB louder than the optimum 
selection. This presentation will show examples of quiet and noisy fan selections and offer simple guidelines 
for selecting fans to minimize excessive fan noise. 
 
•Understanding the Physics of Silencers , Dan LaForgia, Industrial Acoustics, Bronx, N.Y.  HVAC silencers or 
sound attenuators are used on many different types of HVAC equipment. Silencer manufacturers have various 
models designed to meet specific dynamic insertion loss and static pressure drop requirements. A properly 
selected silencer can reduce noise levels significantly across the entire frequency spectrum. However, if a 
silencer is improperly selected, issues in acoustic performance, pressure drop and self-noise may arise. The 
silencer itself may even become another noise source! This presentation will explain silencer definitions, 
testing procedures and how to properly select silencers to ensure the maximum performance is gained 
without disrupting the HVAC system.  
 
•What Does That Sound Like and Mean? (Ear Training), Erik Miller-Klein, P.E., SSA Acoustics, LLP, Seattle, 
Wash. Understanding how noise can be an annoyance and what the goal criteria sounds like gives you, the 
designer and contractor the tools to be successful on the acoustic front. Explore the aural landscape of HVAC 
acoustics with your ears as we navigate successful projects and common issues and how to troubleshoot 
problems.  
 
The 2013 Winter Conference runs Jan. 26-30 at the Sheraton Dallas. The International Air-Conditioning, 
Heating, Refrigerating Expo, held in conjunction with the Winter Conference, runs Jan. 28-30 at the Dallas 
Convention Center. To register and for complete Conference information, visit www.ashrae.org/dallas. 
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ASHRAE Seeks Input on Revisions to Data Centers in 90.1  
Energy Standard Scope 

 
ATLANTA – Addendum cs to ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-
Rise Residential Buildings, is open for advisory public review from Jan. 4-Feb. 3, 2013.  The addendum 
proposes changes to definitions for computer rooms and data centers in Standard 90.1 to create a distinction 
between facilities covered by 90.1 and those which are intended to be under the scope of ASHRAE Standard 
90.4P, Energy Standard for Data Centers and Telecommunications Buildings, proposed by ASHRAE in late 
2012.  
 
The definition proposed for computer rooms more closely aligns with ASHRAE Standard 100, Energy Efficiency 
in Existing Buildings, and the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Commercial Building Energy 
Consumption Survey (CBECS).   In addition, the definition is consistent with Uptime Institutes’ “Tier 
Standard: Topology” and the Telecommunications Industry Association ANSI/TIA-942 class rating for low-risk 
Tier I data centers. High risk data centers such as those designed as Tier II or greater per ANSI/TIA942 or 
ones with mechanical cooling system redundancy are expected to be covered by the 90.4P standard now 
under development.    
 
Steve Skalko, chair of the Standard 90.1 committee, said with the development of Standard 90.4P feedback 
is needed from the industry to clarify the scope and definitions of each standard. Energy conservation 
requirements for high risk data centers, initially covered by Standard 90.1-2010, are expected to be detailed 
in the 90.4P standard. Computer rooms, which can include low-risk data centers, would remain under the 
scope of Standard 90.1.   
 
“The costs and approaches used in determining appropriate HVAC applications used to achieve energy 
efficiency are different,” he said.  
 
Computer rooms, which by the proposed definitions include low-risk data centers, are usually associated with 
electronic equipment spaces that are not considered risks and therefore money is typically not spent to 
install levels of component and systems redundancies. Computer rooms may be ancillary functions and add 
loads in a larger building and often are served from the same central cooling plants. 
 
Computer rooms are designed to provide local data processing and information storage for in-house end users 
and clients, which the owner has deemed very low risk.  Risk choices are made to reduce total life cycle 
costs associated with not only system selection and operation, but potential failures, business interruptions, 
continuity plans and overall company specific business model features like staffing requirements, according 
to Skalko.  
 
By comparison, data centers designed as Tier II or greater per ANSI/TIA942 or ones with mechanical cooling 
system redundancy carry more risk, he said. Industry studies indicate downtime associated with such risk can 
cost tens of thousands of dollars a minute, with the potential to negate both past energy savings and future 
business viability in a single act. The demand for data centers has grown, as the electronic equipment needs 
have evolved with the huge demand for data processing services and storage in the age of digital devices.  
 
A data center has the function to support the electronic equipment that commonly provides services to 
outside or external clients, hence the heightened awareness of risk and risk mitigation approaches employed. 
Data centers can support everything from an individual enterprise all the way to hosting services on the 
internet and must provide maximum operational run time on a 24-7 basis. These facilities are built with 
multiple levels of component redundancy, providing at least an N+1 mechanical cooling capacity redundancy, 
if not greater, as well as operational resiliency (increased staffing hours and expertise), Skalko said.   
 
To comment or to learn more, visit www.ashrae.org/publicreviews. 
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Proposed ASHRAE Standard on Prevention of Legionellosis Open for  
Third Public Comment 

 
 
ATLANTA—�Changes to clarify requirements in a proposed standard to prevent legionellosis 
associated with building water systems are open for public comment from ASHRAE. 
 
Standard 188P, Prevention of Legionellosis Associated with Building Water Systems specifies what 
must be done to control the spread of legionellosis. The standard helps facility managers/owners 
understand how to apply the available information on Legionella effectively in order to prevent 
cases of legionellosis associated with building water systems.  
 
The proposed standard underwent an earlier public review in June 2011 and is currently open for a 
third public review from Jan. 25-March 11, 2013. For more information, visit www.ashrae.org/
publicreviews. 
 
William McCoy said the committee received more than 150 comments during the 2011 review. The 
input helped the committee in clarifying many aspects of the standards. Changes being proposed to 
the third review based on that input, include: 
 
Clarifications made to definitions in Section 3, Definition of Terms and a new term was defined.  
 
Clarifications made to Section 5, Risk Characterization. Those changes were substantive because 
building characteristics were reorganized into two subsections for clarity, subsections 5.2 and 5.3.  
 
Reorganization of Table 1, Determining Preventative Measures Required for Buildings. The 
improvements reference two subsections of Section 5 (Sec 5.2 and 5.3).  
 
Creation of a new subsection, 7.4, Water System Treatment and Management Program, in Section 
7. Commenters indicated there should be specifications for a �water system treatment and 
management program� for buildings with none of the risk characteristics (now listed in Sec 5.2) but 
with any of the equipment specified (now listed in Sec 5.3),. 
 
Clarifications to Section 8 regarding wording, references, cited regulations and informative notes. 
 
Compliance with the standard requires facility managers/owners to formally take responsibility for 
controlling Legionella in their building water systems, while at the same time acts as a defense 
against accusations of negligence in those cases which are caused by the hazard from unknown 
sources. 
 
Standard 188P also covers the potable water system in buildings, which are not treated as often as 
cooling towers, and will hold facility managers/owners accountable for properly managing the 
entire building water system both potable and utility water. 
 
The standard differs from ASHRAE Guideline 12, Minimizing the Risk of Legionellosis Associated 
with Building Water Systems, in that while the guideline gives recommendations about how to treat 
various building water systems, the standard specifies the practice of exactly what must be done 
with all those recommendations. 
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ATLANTA—Attending the 2013 ASHRAE Winter Conference?  
There’s an app for that. 

The ASHRAE Event App is available free for both iOS and Android devices. It features all the information needed to 
access the 2013 ASHRAE Winter Conference. 
•Find sessions by name, location or speaker 
•Access committee meetings, education courses and social events with the touch of a button 
•Search for ASHRAE publications down to the table you can find them on in the bookstore 
•Have maps and floorplans in hand 
•Add your selections to a customized schedule 
•Receive announcements of schedule changes 
“This year, I’ve put a real emphasis on making technology more accessible to people as part of my presidential 
theme,” ASHRAE President Tom Watson said. “What’s more accessible than having the technology in your hand? The 
ASHRAE Event App acts as a digital guide to the Conference.” 
The ASHRAE Event App is a one-stop shop for all program-related needs and can be downloaded for smart phones and 
tablets for free at www.ashrae.org/eventsapp. 
The 2013 Winter Conference takes place Jan. 26-30 at the Sheraton Dallas, Texas. For more information visit, 
www.ashrae.org/dallas. 

 
Focuses on Tall Building Performance; ASHRAE Announces Call for Papers for 2014 

Winter Conference, January 18-22, NY, NY 
ATLANTA—ASHRAE has announced a call for papers for its 2014 Winter Conference in New York, New York, Jan. 18-
22. The Conference has a building-oriented theme and seeks papers on building information systems; environmental 
health; international design; HVAC&R applications and systems; and, featured for this Conference, tall building 
performance.  
 
The Tall Buildings: Performance Meets Policy track focuses on the performance of tall buildings or political 
challenges and opportunities in the design, development and operation of tall and super-tall buildings. Papers are 
sought on the measured and measurable use of utilities, envelope (infiltration and exfiltration), building pressure, 
waste handling, elevators, carbon and adaptive reuse. 
 
Building performance is addressed in three other tracks: 
1) The Building Information Systems track investigates how building control technologies are integrated and used for 
building management, operation and efficiency.  
2) The Hydronic System Design track addresses innovative hydronic system design, components and research and 
caste studies of their application, including unintended consequences.  
3) The Building Performance and Commissioning track seeks case studies in achieving high efficiency buildings. 
 
The International Design track addresses new and innovative design strategies to meet various environmental 
elements, geography and cultures and seeks papers to share this information internationally.  
 
The Environmental Health through Indoor Environmental Quality track seek papers on developing, evaluating and 
predicting optimal indoor environmental conditions, especially as they pertain to environmental health. A subsection 
of this track includes case histories, lessons learned and advice to operators and designers about IEQ and disaster 
recovery in buildings affected by hurricanes and floods. 
 
As with past ASHRAE conferences, the New York Conference seeks papers addressing the core HVAC&R Systems and 
Equipment and Fundamentals and Applications advances and practices. 
 
ASHRAE offers two types of paper submissions: 
1)vConference Paper Abstracts due March 15, 2013. Upon acceptance, papers will be due July 2, 2013. These �final� 
papers undergo a single-blind review, are submitted as a PDF and have an eight single-spaced page maximum length. 
2) Full Technical Papers due April 19, 2013. Papers submitted for review must be both technically accurate and 
clearly written. These papers undergo a rigorous double-blind review and can be a maximum of 30 double-spaced 
pages. 
 
To submit a Conference paper abstract or a technical paper and for more information about the tracks, go to 
www.ashrae.org/newyork. 
 
Held in conjunction with the 2014 Winter Conference is the International Air-Conditioning, Heating, Refrigerating 
Exposition, Jan. 21-23, 2014, which is expected to attract more than 40,000 visitors and exhibitors. 
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 This is a great opportunity to take the course online if you are unable to attend in person at the     
2013 ASHRAE Winter Conference and AHR Expo. 

 

Course Summary: 
This course is targeted at design professionals, code 
officials and building owners. Since 1989, the various 
versions of Standard 90.1 have been the benchmarks for 
commercial building energy codes in the United States and 
a key basis for standards in more than 15 countries around 
the world. The 2010 update of Standard 90.1 is a major 
revision with a goal of saving 30% more energy than the 
2004 version. The 2010 version includes changes to Scope 
and Purpose along with other changes based on the 122 
addenda that were considered. 
  
Learning Objectives: 

• Learn the background and development of Standard 

90.1 and requirements for compliance 

• Learn more than 50 updated requirements from the 

previous version 

• Learn techniques for achieving 30% or more energy 

savings from 90.1-2004 requirement 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
  

Instructors: 
Mack Wallace, P.E., Member 
ASHRAE, LEED ® AP 
 
Joe Deringer, Member ASHRAE, AIA, 
LEED® AP 
  
Dates: 
Tuesday, January 15 & Thursday, 
January 17, 2013 
  
Time: 
1:00 P.M. to 4 P.M. ET 
  
Fee: 
$459 ($339 ASHRAE Member) 
  
REGISTER HERE 
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ASHRAE Government Affairs Update 
 

New Report Provides Recommendations for Utility Involvement in Promotion 
of Building Energy Codes 

 
Utilities can be major partners in promoting building energy codes, however they often encounter 
barriers that deter these efforts. A new report by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient 
Economy (ACEEE) lays out recommendations for overcoming these barriers and provides ideas for 
pilot programs. 
 
To view the report and find additional information, visit http://www.aceee.org/press/2012/12/new-
report-provides-both-roadmap-and. 

What Are You Doing for National Engineers Week? Occurs February 17 to 23 
 

Many people make New Year’s resolutions – if yours was to volunteer more in your community while 
inspiring the next generation of young engineers, then National Engineers Week may be the perfect 
fit for you! 
 
National Engineers Week (eWeek) provides guided opportunities for engineers to help students at all 
grade levels understand what engineering is all about, and encourage them to enter this diverse 
profession. Supported by over 100 partners, eWeek is truly a grassroots, volunteer-driven movement 
made up of a series of events and programs, including Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day (February 
21), the Future City® competition, New Faces of Engineering, the DiscoverE outreach program, and 
others. 
 
Highlighting one of these programs, throughout the year, DiscoverE sends thousands of volunteers 
into K-12 classrooms to help students understand how the exciting world of engineering impacts their 
everyday lives. Volunteers are guided through the process of meeting with students during class or 
after school, and equipped with fun activity and presentation ideas. More information on DiscoverE is 
available at www.discoverengineering.org. (Note: Make sure you click through the introductory 
screen, which sometimes takes awhile to load.) 
 
ASHRAE supports eWeek through its involvement as a member of the Engineers Week Committee, 
participation in several programs, and has previously co-chaired the celebration. 
So... What are you doing for eWeek? Watch an informational webcast, order a volunteer kit, 
download posters, and get involved at www.eweek.org! 
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ASHRAE Government Affairs Update 
 

Grassroots Activities: Winter Conference Preview 
 

If you’re headed to Dallas for ASHRAE’s 2013 Winter Conference and the AHR Expo, take the 
following events into account when seeking out opportunities for professional growth and relationship
-building in the grassroots government activities arena: 
ASHRAE’s new Grassroots Government Activities Committee (GGAC), which will kick off this summer, 
will be the hub of communicating what is going on policy-wise across the United States. At the 
Winter Conference (January 27, 9 a.m.-noon), the new GGAC RVCs will meet to discuss how: 
• Best to work with policymakers. 
• The new committee fits into the Society’s member services mission. 
• To zero in on which policy concerns are most important in their respective regions. 
Coordinate GGAC-related activities between chapters in their regions. 
 
Seminar 41, �How Federal and State Energy Policy Impact ASHRAE Members, (January 29, 8-9:30 
a.m.) will be a moderated panel discussion in which several experts will talk about how both U.S. 
federal and state energy-efficiency matters are playing out, and why it is imperative that ASHRAE, its 
chapters, and its members get involved. 
 
ASHRAE and the National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO) will sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding (January 29, 2:30-3 p.m.), which will strengthen the bonds between the two 
organizations especially as far as ASHRAE members and chapters interacting with and, when 
appropriate, allying with NASEO members to affect positive change relative to energy efficiency in 
the built environment. 
 
For additional information on ASHRAE's grassroots activities, please contact Mark Wills, ASHRAE's 
Manager of State and Local Government Affairs, at mwills@ashrae.org, or 202-833-1830. 
 

High-Performance Building Coalition Works with NIBS to Help Educate 
Congress 

 
The High-Performance Building Congressional Caucus Coalition (HPBCCC), established by ASHRAE in 
2006, has begun new work with the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) to help educate 
Members of Congress on high-performance building issues. 
 
Authorized by Congress, NIBS brings together building community luminaries to examine vexing 
historical and current barriers to improvements in the built environment. Through a diverse range of 
councils and committees, NIBS issues recommendations to Congress and the President � and it is 
these recommendations that will be the focus on the HPBCCC�s work with the Institute, and as Hill 
events and policy agendas are developed for the 113th Congress. The educational efforts of these 
organizations will take the form of Congressional briefings, awards, and other organized dialogue 
between industry leaders and Congressional staff. Additional information on NIBS can be found  
at www.nibs.org. 
 
The HPBCCC is a private sector coalition of over 160 building community stakeholders that works with 
the High-Performance Buildings Congressional Caucus to educate federal policymakers on the 
importance of high-performance buildings and how to achieve and promote them. For additional 
information on the HPBCCC, visit www.hpbccc.org. 
 
For further information please contact Doug Read, in ASHRAE’s DC office who serves as Chairman of 
the HPBCCC. Doug can be reached by email at dread@ashrae.org, and by phone at 202-833-1830. 
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 ASHRAE Government Affairs Update 
 

Sen. Boxer Introduces Bill to Improve Energy & Water Efficiency  
in Public Buildings 

 
Earlier this week Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Chairwoman Barbara Boxer (D-CA) 
introduced the Promoting Efficiency and Savings in Government Act (S.52). This bill would help 
increase energy and water efficiency in buildings and reduce emissions by requiring the U.S. General 
Services Administration to conduct building audits to identify opportunities to increase efficiency and 
reduce costs in buildings that it owns and leases, and to report to Congress and the public within one 
year on these potential savings. 
 
ASHRAE Government Affairs staff have reached out to Sen. Boxer's office to work with the Senator on 
this bill. For additional information, please contact Mark Ames, ASHRAE's Manager of Federal 
Government Affairs, at mames@ashrae.org, or 202-833-1830. 
 

National, Global Leaders Gather at DOE to Discuss Nation�s Energy Future 
As part of the events over the Inaugural weekend, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) held its 
annual symposium - �Energy All-Stars: What�s our Energy Future�. This event featured short 
presentations on a wide range of source and energy efficiency issues facing multiple levels of 
American society from a variety of energy leaders, including: 
• Doyle Beneby, President and CEO, CPS Energy 
• Jennifer Granholm, former Michigan Governor 
• Michael Liebreich, Founder and CEO, Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
• Bill Nye the Science Guy 
• Susan Tierney, Managing Principal, Analysis Group 
Antonio Villaraigosa, Mayor of Los Angeles 

Additional information on this event can be found at http://1.usa.gov/WwXGgD. 
 

DOE Seeks Public Comment on Res. & Comm. Test Procedures for Water 
Heaters 

 
As part of a new rulemaking, the U.S. Department of Energy has issued a request for information to 
develop a uniform efficiency descriptor and accompanying test method for residential and 
commercial water heaters. Comments are due by February 11, 2013. For additional information, visit 
http://1.usa.gov/Wx06Mh. 
 
 

New Rule Proposed by DOE for Energy Consumption for Set-Top Boxes 
 

The U.S. Department of Energy is proposing to establish new test procedures that describe the 
methods for measuring the power consumption of set-top boxes (STBs) in the on, sleep/standby, and 
off modes. DOE is also proposing an annual energy consumption metric to calculate the annualized 
energy consumption of STBs based on their power consumption in the different modes of operation. 
DOE will hold a public meeting (also broadcast as a webinar) on this proposed rulemaking on February 
27, 2013. Comments are due by April 8, 2013. For additional information, visit http://1.usa.gov/
Wx0XMS. 
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Welcome to ASHRAE's Government Affairs 
Update! Along with the Government Affairs 
Webpage, periodic e-mail updates feature 
information on government affairs-related 
activities of interest to ASHRAE members and 
others interested in the built environment. 
Archives of previous updates are available 
from the Government Affairs Webpage (http://
www.ashrae.org/government-affairs). 
 
If you have any recommendations regarding 
content, or have questions about or would 
like to participate in Washington Office 
activities, please contact ASHRAE 
Government Affairs staff at (202) 833-1830 or 
washdc@ashrae.org. 

 

ASHRAE Government Affairs Update 

Learn More about Grassroots Government Activities in Dallas 
 

If you’re planning to attend ASHRAE’s Winter Conference in Dallas (January 26-30), take 
time to check out a couple of sessions, which should help to inform future efforts at the 
regional and chapter levels in the Society’s new Grassroots Government Activities 
paradigm. 
 
As has been reported in several past issues of the Update, last summer, ASHRAE’s Board of 
Directors approved the creation of a new Society-level committee to address government 
actions beyond those which happen in Washington, DC (i.e., state, local, provincial, 
national [beyond North America]). With the Grassroots Government Activities Committee 
(GGAC) coming online in earnest at the Annual Meeting in Denver (June 22-26), it is crucial 
that members and chapters are made aware of how this programming is taking shape. 
 
Here are two opportunities to learn more in Dallas: 
• The training session for the new Regional Vice Chairs for GGAC will take place Sunday, 
January 27, from 9 a.m. to noon. This session will cover the scope of what GGAC is at all 
levels of ASHRAE – from the Society down to the section. There will be very limited seating 
available, so get there early. 
•  
• Seminar 41, “How Federal and State Energy Policy Impact ASHRAE Members,” will 
feature a moderated panel in which several experts discuss both how U.S. federal and state 
energy-efficiency matters are playing out and why it is imperative that ASHRAE gets 
involved. Keith Reihl, who will serve as the First Vice Chair of the GGAC, will moderate. 
Panelists include: 
ο Steve Skalko, Chair of ASHRAE’s Standing Standard Project Committee for Standard 90.1 
ο John Cymbalski from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy program 
ο Jeff Harris of the Alliance to Save Energy. 
 
Hope to see you deep in the heart of Texas! 
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Advertising Rates 
 
Newsletter Ad Includes: 

♦ Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is February), will be published the end of the     
   month) 

COST: $75 
 
 
Website Ad Includes: 

♦ Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received) 
♦ Link to your website 

COST: $300 
 
 
Newsletter and Website Includes: 

♦ Business card ad in newsletters through June 2013 
♦ Business card ad on website for 1 year 
♦ Link to your website 

COST: $350 
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Help Wanted 
 

HVAC designer/engineer wanted for Princeton, New Jersey consulting firm. 
Experience in design of HVAC systems for institutional and commercial buildings 
required. AutoCad proficiency is a must.  
 
Our firm provides full mechanical and electrical systems design services for a 
variety of building types, including theaters, government, university and 
historic structures. We have an emphasis on sustainable design and work with 
many of the area’s most prestigious institutions. 
 
Work is interesting and challenging in an informal atmosphere with opportunity 
for advancement. Full benefits are provided. 
 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. 
Principals only, please; no agencies. 

E-mail resumes to: 

Princeton Engineering Group, LLC 
contact@pegllc.com  


